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Abstract:  

 Historically, Silurian reef complexes in the Michigan Basin have been largely identified 

using 2D seismic surveys with very little research focusing on characterizing these reefs 

(morphology, internal architecture, reservoir quality, etc.)  using 3D seismic data. To date, the 

only 3D study, conducted by Toelle and Ganshin (2018), had sub-optimal resolution due to a 

thick glacial overburden, no core/petrophysical data, and a very small number of wells with 

geophysical logs for correlation. This study is the first to incorporate a high-resolution 3D 

dataset with a well-studied and data-rich reef reservoir that attempts to correlate seismic 

attributes to petrophysical properties through machine learning and self-organizing maps 

(SOMs). This study provides a workflow for quantitative seismic attribute analysis derived from 

a data-rich reef analog field in SE Michigan that can be used as a blueprint for characterizing 

reefs with less data (core/logs) for the purpose of future exploration, gas storage, and CO2 

sequestration efforts.  

 The workflow construction began by choosing the most data-rich reef reservoir, 

Puttygut reef, from a field on the SE side of the Michigan Basin. A suite of structural and 

frequency-based attributes were calculated from pre-stack time migrated (PSTM) seismic data. 

A subset of those attributes were then selected by an interpreter to be used as inputs to the 

SOM, which is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm. The SOM is able to take the input 

data that is usually viewed at the wavelet scale and transforms it to have beneficial information 

at the sample scale.  

 A strong relationship between certain combination percentages of attributes and 

certain sections of the reef with specific porosity (and potentially permeability) was found after 

the SOM was calculated and compared to the well log data in the Puttygut reef. Areas with high 

permeability and porosity correlated well with attribute combinations high in average 

frequency and spectral decomposition at 29 and 81 Hz. Areas with high porosity and varying 

permeability correlated well with attribute combinations high in average frequency and 

spectral decomposition at 29, 57, and 81 Hz. Areas with intermediate porosity correlated well 

with attribute combinations high in average frequency and spectral decomposition at 29 and 57 
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Hz. The created workflow was then applied to two nearby reefs. The results were very similar, 

showing the same attribute combinations correlating with the same sections of the reefs with 

similar porosity and permeability values.  

 The developed workflow from this study was able to consistently find a relationship 

between certain sections of a reef reservoir with a specific range of porosity and permeability 

on the SE side of the Michigan Basin.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Motivation 

 The focus of this study was to characterize features in ancient reef reservoirs that are 

below seismic resolution by creating a machine learning and multi-attribute analysis workflow. 

A seismic attribute is a measurement derived from seismic data, most commonly based on 

time, amplitude, frequency, and/or attenuation. The primary use for attributes is that they can 

help an interpreter see features, relationships, or patterns that might go unnoticed (Brown, 

2011). An ideal area to develop and test such a workflow is in the Michigan Basin on Niagara-

Lower Salina pinnacle reefs. The reefs form a sublinear trend on the northern and southern 

rims of the basin at depths between 900 and 2200 meters (Sears and Lucia, 1979). As of 2019, 

these reefs have produced over 500 million barrels of oil and over 3 trillion cubic feet of natural 

gas (Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, 2019). In addition to what has already 

been produced, there is still great potential for secondary oil recovery through water, CO2, or 

gas injection. Michigan reef reservoirs have an approximate 26% average primary recovery and 

an approximate 12.5% average secondary recovery and only around 5% of the discovered fields 

here have gone past primary production (Brock et al., 1995). In addition to the production 

related motivation to better characterize these reef reservoirs, they have also been used for gas 

storage and CO2 sequestration over the past 50 years (Rine, 2019).  

 The reefs on the southern edge of the basin were initially focused on. In addition to the 

apriori geologic knowledge, a great deal of geophysical data were provided, which included 3D 

pre-stack and post-stack time migrated seismic data over multiple reefs with well logs, and in 

some cases very detailed core analysis and descriptions (personal communication, Matt Rine, 

2019). One reef, Puttygut, was chosen as the initial reef for workflow development, as it has the 

most complete and well-rounded dataset, with the most detailed core analysis of the reefs 

available. The Puttygut reef complex is approximately 150 acres in areal extent and 325 feet tall 

with a capacity of 14.6 BCFG. Figure 1 illustrates the area of interest with the top image from 

Rine (2019) of Michigan with the Michigan Basin overlain. The yellow star seen on the top 

image represents a zoom in of the reefs of interest. The bottom image shows the outline of the 
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Puttygut reef (represented by the pink outline) with all the wells shown. Figure 2 displays an 

arbitrary well cross section through four key wells in the Puttygut reef. The two-way time 

structure map is of the Guelph Formation (referred to herein as the Brown Formation, driller's 

terminology) within the reef interval. The logs shown are gamma ray, permeability, and 

porosity. There are areas in the logs that are 10% porosity or greater and regions that also have 

permeabilities of 50 mD or greater on average. For reefs in this basin, rock properties near 

these values are very desirable. These areas are relatively thin, however, sometimes only 

reaching thicknesses of 5 feet, usually thinner. In general, well log data have very good vertical 

resolution, but the lateral coverage they provide is extremely limited. On the other hand, 

seismic data have lateral coverage that is magnitudes greater. In addition, seismic data are 

much cheaper to acquire when compared to drilling and logging a well. The seismic volume for 

the Puttygut reef has roughly 60 to 80 feet vertical resolution at depths comparable to the logs. 

Under normal circumstances, it is impossible to resolve the thin high porosity and permeability 

features. Machine learning and multi-attribute analysis can potentially be utilized to drastically 

improve the vertical resolution of seismic data. Seismic data can be used to create a suite of 

attributes that can, in turn, be used as inputs for a machine learning algorithm that creates self-

organizing maps (SOMs). Attributes output their results at the wavelet scale, which can cause 

difficulty when comparing them side by side. SOMs, on the other hand, have the potential to 

analyze these attributes together all the way down to the sample interval of the data (Roden et 

al., 2017). Once at that scale, SOMs then characterize data points into clusters based on their 

similarity. The SOM process greatly increases the resolution of the data and consequently 

allows for more apt comparisons to the well log data. 

 It is important to increase the vertical resolution of seismic data to advance our 

understanding of the subsurface. With machine learning and multi-attribute analysis, it is 

possible to reexplore preexisting seismic data through a new lens and see features at much 

finer detail than previously possible. Machine learning can open new doors to exploring our 

geologic past and to increase our understanding of smaller scale events and processes. It can 

aid us in identifying and characterizing features of interest that were previously hidden in the 

data, and it is possible to use this method on any geologic regime. More practically, the 
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machine learning method can be used to reduce the cost and increase the likelihood of success 

when drilling a well. That well could be used for oil and gas exploration and production, it could 

be used for gas storage and CO2 sequestration, production, etc. In any case, if a well is drilled in 

a location with undesirable rock properties and/or fluid properties, then money and resources 

have been wasted. The workflow from this research was developed in an attempt to reduce 

uncertainty when interpreting seismic data and lower risk associated with planning and drilling 

a well. Overall, if you have seismic data, a way to calculate attributes, and a method of machine 

learning, you will be able to explore that seismic data with increased detail and clarity that was 

not possible before with just the data and attributes.  
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Figure 1: Map of Michigan with the Michigan Basin overlain from Rine (2019). The yellow star 
indicates the area of interest for this research. The bottom image is a zoomed in view of the 

Puttygut reef with all wells shown where the pink outline represents the reef extent.  
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Figure 2: Map of Michigan, from Google Earth, showing the area of interest with a yellow star. 
Arbitrary well cross section over the Puttygut reef showing the gamma ray, permeability, and 
porosity logs. The two-way time structure map is of the Brown Formation. The fillings on the 

permeability log: yellow is between 1 and 10 mD, green is between 10 and 50 mD, and blue is 
greater than 50 mD. The fillings on the porosity logs: pink is between 0 and 3 %, yellow is 

between 3 and 6%, green is between 6 and 10%, and blue is greater than 10%. Uncolored logs 
found in Appendix D.    
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Chapter 2: Paradise machine learning and SOM workflow methodology 

Regional geology 

 The Michigan Basin was formed during the Silurian when North America was a shallow 

sea. It is a circular basin that covers an area of ~316,000 km2 (Catacosinos et al., 1991). The 

reefs in this basin occur in the upper Niagaran age and form a sublinear trend on the northern 

and southern rims at depth between 900 and 2200 meters (Sears and Lucia, 1979). The general 

stratigraphy of the reefs in the southern trend of the basin can be seen in Figure 4 below (Rine, 

2019). The reef is overlain by multiple anhydrite and carbonate layers and is underlain by the 

Lockport dolomite. A time-step basin wide depositional evolution of the Michigan Basin 

developed by Rine (2019) is as follows: Through a time of sea level oscillations the first 

formation to be deposited in the basin is the Lockport formation. Eventually, a sea level fall 

exposes the Lockport and ends its deposition. Following is a sea level rise which coincides with 

the initiation of the bioherm mounds and marks the beginning of the lower Guelph Formation. 

Next, sea level falls again which exposes the bioherm mounds and causes significant wasting. 

That is what creates the flat tops seen today. A rapid sea level rise follows initiating the 

pinnacle reef growth in the upper Guelph. Tidal flat facies begin to be deposited as the basin 

experiences restriction. Relative sea level fall in the basin results in A-1 Evaporite deposition. 

Sea level rises, falls, and rises again resulting in the deposition of the lower A-1 Carbonate, the 

Rabbit Ear Anhydrite (REA), and the upper A-1 Carbonate, respectively. Also at this point in 

time, the reefs are completely covered in sediment. The A-2 Evaporite section is then deposited 

with another fall in sea level. Finally, through another rise and fall in sea level, the A-2 

Carbonate and the B-Salt are deposited, respectively, which marks the end of the relevant 

sequence. Figure 3 shows an abridged and modified version of this depositional history from 

Rine (2019). In summary, while the primary depositional model for these reefs is relatively well 

know, the post-depositional diagenetic history of these reefs is still relatively unknown. Since 

the reefs in SE Michigan have been 100% dolomitized and are partially salt plugged, the primary 

depositional facies are not the only factors that contribute to the petrophysical properties and 

in turn, seismic attribute creation.  
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Figure 3: An abridged and modified version of the depositional history from Rine (2019). T-3 
depicts bioherm initiation with the rise in sea level. T-5 and T-6 illustrate a rapid sea level rise 

which begins pinnacle reef growth and puts them in the “keep up” stage. T-10 marks the end of 
the relevant depositional history where the A-1 Evaporite, A-1 Carbonate, Rabbit Ear Anhydrite, 

and the A-2 Evaporite sections are deposited on top of the reefs. 

 

 The interval of interest for these reefs can been seen in Figure 4 from the A-1 Carbonate 

down to the Gray Formation. Due to the fact that these formations are below seismic 

resolution, it is very difficult to determine where to pick these horizons by looking at the 

seismic data alone. Figure 5 shows an arbitrary line through the Puttygut reef. The seismic 

horizons were picked by an expert geologist in the area with substantial apriori geologic and 

structural knowledge of the Michigan Basin to achieve the most accurate horizon picks. The A-2 

Carbonate and Clinton Formation are easily seen due to their thickness and acoustic impedance 

contrast to their surroundings. The A-2 Anhydrite, A-1 Carbonate, Brown, and Gray Formations 

however are not so easy to resolve. They are detectable at points along the line but are not 

confidently pickable without the prerequisite geologic and structural knowledge in the area. 

Coincidently, the horizons that are more difficult to pick are the horizons that we are interested 

in. The reef core and bioherm between the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray Formation are 
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commonly the areas where the highest quality reservoirs are found. Areas of high permeability 

and porosity tend to exist in the skeletal wackestone and reef boundstone of the reef core. The 

thrombolitic bindstone facies within the A-1 Carbonate that caps the reef complex in the reef 

crest position is also an area of high permeability and porosity (Rine, 2019).  

 

 
Figure 4: Generalized stratigraphic column of the reefs in the southern trend of the Michigan 

Basin (Rine, 2019). 
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Figure 5: Arbitrary line through the Puttygut 3D dataset. The path can be seen on the TWT map 
in Figure 2. The top image is the arbitrary line without interpretation, the bottom is with horizon 
interpretation. The A-2 Anhydrite, A-1 Carbonate, Brown, and Gray Formations are very difficult 
to resolve and require a great deal of apriori geologic and structural knowledge of the area to 

pick accurately. The A-1 Carbonate and Clinton horizons are much easier to resolve. The A-2 Salt 
is shown on the flanks of the reef. 
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 A major part of this work will involve identifying small scale features within the 

Michigan pinnacle reefs. As such, it is pertinent to include information about the internal 

structure of said reefs from both historical and modern examples. The most obvious example is 

to characterize the Michigan pinnacle reefs themselves from recent geologic work. Rine (2019) 

proposed a new model for these reefs by analyzing numerous cores and well logs in the basin, 

concluding that they are asymmetrical, due to interaction with a strong paleo-wind at the time 

of reef growth, as well as having internal facies distributions that follow regular predictable 

patterns. The paleoreefs are divided into three main paleobiologic sections: the stromatolitic 

cap, the reef complex, and the biohermal complex (Rine, 2019). Table 1 includes a more 

detailed explanation of the lithofacies and lithologic attributes in each of these sections. 
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Table 1: Guelph formation facies classification table provides a more detailed explanation of the 
lithology in each reef section. FWB is the fair-weather wave base and SWB is the storm wave 

base. Modified from Rine (2019). 

 

 Next, modern analogous examples of pinnacle reefs are discussed to shine light on the internal 

structure and workings of living pinnacle reefs. The Flower Garden Banks reefs in the Gulf of 
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Mexico (see Figure 6) are good examples of modern pinnacle reefs. Figure 7 shows both the 

west and east reef, color coded by habitat classification from the NOAA Flower Garden Banks 

National Marine Sanctuary website. These reefs have formed on the surface expressions of 

underlying salt domes. A brief summary of the types of organisms that are found in each 

section of the reef is as follows: Coral reef zone (yellow) - primarily coral assemblages with 

leafy, coralline, and filamentous algae occurring on the reef substrate. Sponges are found 

throughout the reef in this area in crevices and cavities. Reef derived sediments (carbonate 

sands) are also found in this area, along with sand patches and channels. Coralline algal reefs 

(green) and algal nodules (red) - Crustose coralline algae are dominate in this section. The main 

difference between the two colors is whether the crustose coralline algae forms into algal 

nodules or rhodoliths (algal nodules section) or if they form into large plates and ridges that 

develop into massive reef structures (algal reefs section). In either case a variety of sponges are 

plentiful here as well. Deep coral zone (blue) - These are areas that do not support active 

photosynthesis and have a diverse collection of corals, sponges, bryozoans, etc., but lack 

coralline algal growth. In general, these reefs mimic the reefs of old, with a central reef core 

housing the frame-building organisms with less life moving out towards open water. More 

examples of modern pinnacle reefs can be found at Key Biscayne in Biscayne National Park. 

There are over 3,000 patch reefs located within the national park with two main morphologies 

present, flat top and pinnacle. Both morphologies of the patch reefs are composed of 

hermatypic corals (Reich et al., 2009). The pinnacle reefs tend to be in the deeper waters, taller 

and narrower when compared to the flat top reefs in the shallower waters. The narrow and tall 

morphology is consistent with a relatively rapidly rising sea level that restricted the lateral 

growth of the reef (Brock et al., 2008). Pinnacle reefs have their characteristic tall and narrow 

morphology because they are growing during a time of sea level rise. They are unable to 

expend the resources to grow laterally because if they do, the sea level will continue to rise 

while the reef remains at the same depth, which will result in the reefs being drown. So, the 

pinnacle reefs are in a state of “keeping up” with the rising sea level (Neumann and Macintyre, 

1985). If they cannot keep up, then they will drown. The growth patterns of these modern 

pinnacle reefs are a good proxy to how pinnacle reefs would have grown in the past. 
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Contingent upon the initial mineralogy and subsequent diagenetic events, the taller and more 

narrow geometry can result in a concentration of coral that is ideal for the creation of 

permeable and porous reservoir. Those areas can either be within that main reef or 

immediately surrounding it. As the reef begin to drown and die, parts of it will break off and 

settle around the reef core, creating comparable areas of porosity and permeability. With this 

in mind, areas of high initial porosity and permeability are expected to be found in a more 

localized area within or immediately surrounding the reef when looking at the Puttygut reef in 

seismic. One final note is that the reefs that were created in the Silurian time were made during 

a greenhouse period, which resulted in low levels of aragonite. Modern reefs are currently 

being formed during a time how high levels of aragonite. The difference in aragonite 

composition is an important reminder that these modern reef analogs should not be relied too 

heavily upon. While many comparisons can be drawn from the modern, the fundamental 

difference in chemical makeup must also be remembered.  

 

Figure 6: Location map for the Flower Garden Banks pinnacle reefs from NOAA Flower Garden 
Banks National Marine Sanctuary website. 
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Figure 7: A) West Flower Garden Bank and B) East Flower Garden Bank pinnacle reefs habitat 
classification by color. Maps from NOAA Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary 

website.  

Purposed methods 

 The initial proposed workflow was to run a large suite of attributes on the pre-stack 3D 

volume around the Puttygut reef. Additional details regarding the 3D survey design, acquisition 

parameters, and processing workflow are located in Appendix E. Geologically, we are primarily 

interested in improving the mapping of continuous areas of high porosity and permeability 

found in the sub-seismic formations that comprise the reef core and bioherm. Seismically, 

these areas are difficult to detect, so areas of interest with high permeability and porosity are 

initially chosen using core and well log data. There is one limitation with this approach 

however, as the core and well log data are in depth and the seismic data are in time. There are 

no reliable sonic logs and no density logs in the area. So, producing a reliable well tie is 

particularly challenging without making assumptions that drastically effect the reliability of the 

results. Horizons were created and provided by Dr. Rine (personal comm., 2020). The workflow 

for picking sub-seismic horizons was as follows: 1) Pick formation tops from geophysical logs 

and cores. 2) Tie the wells to the seismic using a VSP from the P-201 well and synthetic 
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seismograms generated from wells with DT and RHOB logs outside of the survey. 3) Shift the 

wells to time using key horizons (i.e. A-2 Carbonate, A-2 Salt, A-1 Carbonate, Clinton), 4) Pick 

sub-seismic horizons that cross-cut reflectors based on well control (i.e. Brown Niagaran, 

Bioherm, Gray Niagaran). From there, the smaller, sub-seismic horizons were mapped through 

apriori structural geologic knowledge and using the pseudo-tied wells to aid in picking locations. 

While this situation is not ideal, there is a very high level of confidence with the accuracy of 

these provided horizons. So, with these limitations and assumptions seismic attribute analysis 

can begin.  

 Attributes were evaluated by the interpreter to determine how effective they were at 

displaying minute details within the target reef. Attributes that exceled at revealing the 

internal, less detectable aspects, of the paleoreef were then selected for multi-attribute 

analysis in the form of self-organizing maps (SOMs) to achieve sub-seismic resolution. All single 

attributes were calculated in the AASPI software and then converted to SEGY format and 

imported into Petrel for visualization and evaluation. After the best attributes were determined 

they were ported into Paradise for SOM creation and interpretation. The theory of using SOM’s 

and multi-attribute analysis to image and interpret sub-seismic resolution has been successfully 

tested and proven in the past (Roden et al., 2017). Most commonly SOM’s were calculated over 

unconventional plays, such as in the Denver-Julesburg Basin and in the Eagle Ford shale, 

(Laudon et al., 2019, Roden and Sacrey, 2015, Santogrossi, 2017). They have also been tested in 

other areas, such as for interpreting DHI (direct hydrocarbon indicator) characteristics, 

classifying carbonate facies, and recognizing geologic patterns with varying degrees of success 

(Roden and Chen, 2017; Roden and Santogrossi, 2017; Roden et al., 2015). A SOM, or a self-

organizing map, was explored in detail by Teuvo Kohonen (Kohonen, 1995) in his book “Self-

organizing Maps,” where a very mathematical description of self-organizing maps can be found. 

Kohonen describes SOMs as “nonparametric regressions” where a number of ordered discrete 

reference vectors are fit to a distribution of vectorial input samples. In order to approximate 

continuous functions though, the reference vectors are used to define nodes, or neurons, in a 

hypothetical elastic network. Local interactions between these neurons along the neural 

network create that essence of elasticity. By setting up the map in this way, the neurons 
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develop into specific detectors of signals in the input space. Even more, these detectors are 

formed in the map in a meaningful order as if falling into place on a feature coordinate system. 

These resultant feature maps are used for the preprocessing of patterns for recognition 

(Kohonen, 1997). Stated simply, SOMs require some number “m” of input characteristics and a 

desired number “n” of output “detectors”. These output detectors are then fit to the input 

characteristics such that they both attempt to classify the data and are influenced by the other 

detectors. What is made in the end is a map that is organized in a meaningful manner that can 

be used for potential pattern recognition. These inputs can be anything from variations of 

textures in an image, to the variations in the quality of life between nations (an example 

created by Kohonen), to the different attributes that can be created using seismic data. As 

mentioned previously, these SOMs analyze the input data at the sample interval level. Let us 

examine a heuristic example solved using SOMs.  

 Image you are in a bakery but do not know where anything is. You want to analyze and 

categorize the layout of the store so that you can decide on what to eat. The bakery could be 

completely disorganized, with sweet jelly filled donuts right next to the empanadas! So, you 

develop a small list of attributes that you think describe a majority of baked goods. 1) Is it sweet 

of savory? 2) Is there a filling or not? With this list of attributes, you create a SOM in your mind 

with an output of four neurons. After calculations, you are now able to see the patterns 

associated with the pastry positions. All the filled savory foods are on the counter to the left 

with all of the fresh breads are above them. But the donuts on the shelf to the right are mixed 

between being filled or not. So the patterns that you see are two large neuron clusters to the 

left that separate the filled from unfilled savory pastries and a chaotic mixture of two neurons 

representing the sweet pastry shelf where the filled and unfilled donuts are not organized. 
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Figure 8: The "SOM bakery". The top right shows the original bakery with “seismic wiggle” 
overlay. We see that there is a clear contrast between the bread and the empanadas, resulting 
in a large “acoustic impedance”. The classic donuts and the jelly filled donuts are mixed up and 
chaotic, resulting in less of a contrast. The left grid shows the “neurons” that were created from 

the sweet/savory and filled/empty attributes. The bottom right image is the result after 
classification. Each sample point (baked good) is now classified into one of the four output 

neurons.  

 

 In machine learning, for a desired anthropologically reasoned outcome, it is optimal to 

take advantage of the interpreter’s knowledge when choosing SOM attributes and parameters. 

In this case, two categories were decided upon when initially analyzing single attributes. 

Structural based attributes and frequency-based attributes. The structural based attributes 

were graded on how well they illuminated the internal structure of the reefs. The frequency-

based attributes were graded on how well they distinguished unique sections of the reef. 

Highlighting the sub-seismic internal structure of the reef and identifying different sections of 

the reef via frequency content potentially create the key to isolating areas of higher porosity 

and permeability. Narrowing down the attributes to a smaller set is also useful in the SOM 

stages later in the workflow. It is not necessarily beneficial to have more attributes when 

conducting multi-attribute analysis as many attributes are calculated in similar ways and show 

similar features. If all the attributes that were calculated are used in one SOM then there would 
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be a great amount of unnecessary redundancy. In addition, using more data in the calculations 

will increase the amount of time required to complete a SOM. With these factors in mind, the 

chosen set of attributes are defined below: 

 Structural attributes: The following structural defining attributes were chosen because 

they all excelled at defining some form of structure (internal or boundary) and because they are 

all calculated in reasonably different ways, which is important later during the multi-attribute 

analysis step.  

 Energy ratio similarity (ERS): An attribute that is designed for edge-detection. ERS is 

similar to other coherence attributes except that it is calculated along the structure and that it 

uses analytic traces instead of just the real traces. ERS is the ratio of the energy of the 

Karhunen-Loève filtered data over the total unfiltered energy of the input data within the 

analysis window (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007a). For the purposes of this research, ERS was the 

best at highlighting the reef outer boundary as well as some internal features that other 

attributes were unable to detect. The idea for reef edge and internal structure detection by use 

of coherence or similarity attributes has been tested extensively in the past. Chopra and 

Marfurt (2007a) showed its effectiveness on pinnacle reefs in Alberta, Canada. As well as on 

reefs in the Zama basin, northern Alberta, Canada, and a Winnepegosis reef in Saskatchewan, 

Canada. Skirius et al. (1999) also used coherency for edge detection for some carbonate reefs, 

reservoirs, and a slump.  

Aberrancy: Defined as the third derivative of structure, it is the measure of the 

asymmetry of a curve about its normal (Schot, 1978). Aberrancy measures the lateral changes 

in the curvature along a surface and is also able to detect faults that are below seismic 

resolution (Qi and Marfurt, 2018). Qi and Marfurt (2018) calculated aberrancy on a data volume 

over the Barnett shale gas reservoir in Fort Worth Basin, Texas. With this attribute they were 

able to identify small karst features that were too smooth to be picked up by coherency. Yet in 

practice, it is best to use aberrancy in conjuncture with other attributes, such as coherency or 

curvature, as together they can show a more complete image of the subsurface. Aberrancy was 
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able to define smaller and more internal reef structures than other structural attributes for the 

purpose of this study. 

Curvature: Defines how positively or negatively curving a feature is. Curvature is a 

second derivative calculation of the phase of the seismic waveform. If a feature has a positive 

curvature then it has an anticlinal expression, but if a feature has a negative curvature it has a 

more synclinal expression. Chopra and Marfurt (2007b) used most-positive and most-negative 

curvature to highlight differential compaction over channels. Duan et al. (2010) used most-

positive to map the flanks/edges of a paleokarst collapse and the most-negative curvature to 

map the thalweg of the collapse. The collapse they mapped was in an Ordovician carbonate 

rock layer in the Ordos Basin. Wallet (2016) mapped channel forms in a hybrid carbonate 

turbidite system off the coast of Western Australia. Wallet used single attributes to aid in this 

mapping, one of which was the most negative principal curvature (k2). Since the bottoms of 

these channel expression are synclinal/valley features, the most negative curvature was able to 

highlight them well.  

Grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM): Is a statistical textural attribute that essentially 

compares a sample point within an analysis window to the other sample points within that 

same window. Textural attributes aid an interpreter comparable to a similarity attribute. 

Eichkitz et al. (Feb. 2015) used a combination of a GLCM-based energy attribute calculated in 

four different directions in a comprehensive workflow to identify areas with high and low 

degrees of anisotropy. Eichkitz et al. (March 2015) later used this attribute to help extract more 

information about channel interiors while using a coherence attribute to distinguish the edges 

of the channels. GLCM was useful for identifying additional features within the reef core that 

were unnoticed by the other structural attributes.  

 Frequency attributes: The following frequency attributes were chosen based on how 

well they differentiated the internal reef structure.   

Cosine of Instantaneous phase: Instantaneous phase attribute provides the interpreter 

with the phase of the wavelet at a certain location in the data. Yet instantaneous phase is 

cyclical in nature, wrapping around from -180° to +180°, and is also mathematically 
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discontinuous. Cosine of the phase is implemented in order to remove those discontinuities 

(Barnes, 2016). Taking the cosine of the instantaneous phase also removes the cyclical nature of 

the attribute, creating a scale from -1 to +1, which is better later on when being used in a SOM. 

Sukmono et al. (2006) used instantaneous phase and cosine of the phase in the Melandong 

Field, Indonesia, to help enhance differentiation of three facies reflectors within the reef. 

Sukmono et al. (2006) also used these attributes to aid in direct hydrocarbon indicator (DHI) 

signature analysis because they enhance weak reflectors and highlight phase reversals 

associated with flat spots and gas column/gas-oil contacts, respectively. Huang et al. (2011) 

calculated the instantaneous phase of a 3D dataset over the Upper Permian Changxing 

formation carbonate located in southern China using a couple of different methods. They found 

that the instantaneous phase helped identify the platform margin reef facies. When run on the 

Puttygut volume, cosine of instantaneous phase enhanced the differentiation of internal reef 

facies. 

Average frequency: Instantaneous frequency is a measure of the frequency of the 

wavelet of the seismic trace at a given location in the data (Barnes, 2016). Toelle and Ganshin 

(2018) found a relationship between the instantaneous frequency of seismic data and the 

amount of porosity present in reefs located in the northern Michigan Basin. They found that the 

instantaneous frequency decreased from 73 Hz to 45 Hz as the porosity increased from 5% to 

20%. They interpreted this decrease in frequency to be associated with frequency attenuation 

from the increase in porosity. Huang et al. (2011) calculated the instantaneous frequency of a 

3D dataset over the Upper Permian Changxing formation carbonate located in southern China 

using a couple of different methods. They found that this attribute helped to identify the zoning 

in the area. Sarhan (2017) created a variety of attributes on fifteen 2D seismic lines over the 

central part of Abu Gharadig Basin in the NW desert of Egypt in order to differentiate between 

a massive, non-porous carbonate and a non-massive, porous carbonate. One attribute they 

implemented was instantaneous frequency. They found that low values of instantaneous 

frequency were present in the porous carbonate, potentially due to the absorption effects from 

the presence of fractures. Yet instantaneous frequency tends to have spikes and noise that can 

mask important information. One way to counter this is to take the average of that 
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instantaneous frequency. The reduction in noise and spikes in this attribute from averaging 

outweigh the potential loss of resolution (Barnes, 2000). The average frequency from the 

Puttygut volume produced pockets of low frequency near wells with higher porosities and 

sections of high frequency in other areas.  

 Spectral decomposition (continuous wavelet transform (CWT)): This is an attribute that 

separates the amplitude seismic data cube into different frequency cubes. There are a few ways 

to calculated spectral decomposition, but the CWT is a linear form that is based on the short 

time Fourier transform (STFT). Nejad et al. (2009) used spectral decomposition fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) and CWT to help identify reef structure as well as areas of high or low porosity 

in Abadan plain southwest of Iran. They also state that these spectral decomposition methods 

produce comparable results to that of acoustic impedance inversions, with the main difference 

being that the acoustic impedance takes more time to compute. Saadatinejad et al. (2012) 

conducted a spectral decomposition study using the FFT and CWT methods over an oilfield in 

the northwestern part of the Persian Gulf and found that FFT discovered hidden reef structures 

that were unseen by traditional seismic and that CWT detected low frequency shadows 

associated with oil and gas. The Puttygut seismic volume was decomposed into 25 different 

volumes with frequencies of 5 Hz to 101 Hz at intervals of 4 Hz. Spectral decomposition was 

chosen for this study as it showed significant variation within the reef at different frequencies. 

 One of the ultimate goals of this research is to attempt to map/identify areas of high 

permeability and porosity within the reef reservoirs using machine learning and multi-attribute 

analysis. Yet these two characteristics of reservoirs are difficult to find using attributes 

(permeability more so than porosity). Past research has attempted to map these properties 

with varying degrees of success (Goloshubin et al., 2008; Kozlov, 2007; Pramanik et al., 2004; 

Iturrarán-Viveros, 2012; Schuelke et al., 1998). The main idea is that using attributes that are 

frequency focused in nature is the key. Goloshubin et al. (2008) derived a frequency-dependent 

attribute based off the fluid flow and scattering effect in order to estimate reservoir 

permeability. Kozlov (2007) used two main attributes that were found to be proportional to 

permeability. The first, S’, was modeled after Lichman and Goloshubin (2003), and it was used 

to measure the “steepness of the spectrum’s left-hand slope” of the seismic data. The thinking 
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here is that the calculation will give insight into the fluid mobility within the reservoir. There will 

be a different result depending on whether the reservoir is more permeable, which would allow 

or hinder the flow of the fluid. They found that there was a relative increase in the low-

frequency content as the energy reflected within and/or near a reservoir, especially if gas-

saturated. The second was developed within the framework of parameterized spectral 

decomposition. The relationship used to predict permeability is a ratio of the reflected 

amplitude spectrum from the minimum to the median with the reflected spectrum from the 

median to the maximum. Both attributes are calculated or measured from the frequency of the 

reflected wave energy. Pramanik et al. (2004) found that using a PNN-based (probabilistic 

neural network) approach with the 10 sample-based attributes produced the best results when 

attempting to predict effective porosity. To determine the amount and best attributes to use, 

they designed a multi-attribute stepwise linear regression using 19 sample-based attributes and 

discovered that 10 attributes was the most efficient. The final attributes are inverse of acoustic 

impedance, average frequency, filtered seismic 25/30-35/40, dominant frequency, 

instantaneous phase, amplitude envelope, amplitude-weighted cosine phase, raw seismic, 

integrated absolute amplitude, and instantaneous frequency. Adding more than ten attributes 

began to cause an increase in average validation error even though the average training error 

was still decreasing. Iturrarán-Viveros (2012) conducted a smooth regression using the Gamma 

test for data analysis to aid in the construction of ANN (artificial neural network) models to 

predict effective porosity using seismic attributes. They found that the best set of attributes out 

of 18 proposed to estimate the effective porosity was the following 12: time data, seismic of 

synthetic trace (STK), envelope (ENV), phase (PH), instantaneous frequency (IFR), second 

derivative of the phase (D2PHA), decay, second derivative of the envelope (D2ENV), weighted 

mean frequency (WMF), thin bed indicator (TBI), acceleration (ACC), and reflectivity of p-wave 

from AVO processing (Rp). The second-best set was very similar to the first, except it removed 

PH and D2PHA and added in quality factor (QF), totaling 11 attributes. The difference in 

MSError between the two sets was 0.005. Schuelke et al. (1998) used a combination of 

instantaneous phase, instantaneous frequency, instantaneous Q factor, chaotic reflection, and 

parallel bedding indicator in addition to traditional seismic acoustic impedance in neural 
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networks to significantly improve porosity estimations within a Devonian reservoir located in 

the Pegasus field, Permian Basin, West Texas. All this past research has one thing in common 

when attempting to map or predict permeability or porosity: the attributes chosen are mostly 

derived from or related to the frequency and/or phase of the seismic data. In order to 

determine if the frequency-based attribute approach at identifying permeability and porosity is 

effective for the study area of this research, all attributes will be looked at initially on the 

provided high confidence horizons that represent the reef lithofacies. These detailed horizons 

make it possible to accurately estimate the location of high permeability and porosity zones 

surrounding wells that penetrate the reef. From there, it should be possible to work out from 

each well into the reef to determine how much variability in permeability and porosity there is. 

Four value ranges were set to differentiate “great” from “poor” permeability and porosity. The 

ranges for porosity are: 0% - 3% is poor, 3% - 6% is intermediate, 6% - 10% is good, and greater 

than 10% is great. The ranges for permeability are: < 1 mD is poor, 1 - 10 mD is intermediate, 10 

- 50 mD is good, and greater than 50 mD is great. 

Puttygut Data 

This dataset is fairly rich in data, but not entirely as complete as would be ideal. There 

are two 3D seismic volumes acquired and processed in 2019 (one is pre-stack time migrated 

and the other is post-stack time migrated) using the Michigan South 2113 projection system. 

The inline and crossline spacing is 440 feet, with shot and receiver spacing of 110 feet, a final 

bin size of 55 by 55 feet, and a sample rate is 1 millisecond. Additional details regarding the 3D 

survey design, acquisition parameters, and processing workflow are located in Appendix E. The 

vertical resolution of the data at the reef level is approximately 60 to 80 feet. These values were 

calculated using the equation: 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = 𝜆𝜆
4

 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜆𝜆 = 𝑣𝑣
𝑓𝑓

  where the peak frequency was between 

40-50 Hz and an interval velocity range at the depth of interest was 11,971.9-12,910.1 ft/sec. 

There are 30 wells in the area drilled within and around the reef. All 30 wells have at least a 

gamma ray log. Table 2 below lists all other well logs available in the area in order of most 

common to least. Table 3 shows core data that was compiled and transferred into LAS format. 
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Well log name Wells that have the log 

Neutron porosity 
14 (P-4A, 23494, 23900, P-105, P-102, P-

106, P-3A, P-101, P-01, P-03, P-02, P-
202, P-204, P-206) 

Resistivity 2 (23494, 23900) 

SNP 1 (P-201) 

DT 1 (P-4A) 

D13C 1 (P-105) 

Table 2: List of all available well logs and which wells have them. See Figure 9 for well locations. 

 

Core data name Number of wells (well name) 

ZPERM 
11 (P-101, P-102, P-103, P-104, P-105, P-

106, P-201, P-3A, P-4A, P-11A, P-12A) 

ZPOR 
11 (P-101, P-102, P-103, P-104, P-105, P-

106, P-201, P-3A, P-4A, P-11A, P-12A) 

ZOILSAT 
9 (P-102, P-103, P-105, P-106, P-201, P-

3A, P-4A, P-11A, P-12A) 

ZWATSAT 
9 (P-102, P-103, P-105, P-106, P-201, P-

3A, P-4A, P-11A, P-12A) 

ZPERM_90 4 (P-3A, P4-A P-11A, P-201) 

Table 3: List of available core data turned to logs and which wells have them. See Figure 9 for 
well locations. 

 

In addition to these well logs, there are also 18 core analyses (P-101, P-102, P-103, P-

104, P-105, P-106, P-201, P-01, P-1A, P-2A, P-3A, P-4A, P-5A, P-6A, P-7A, P-8A, P-11A, P-12A) 

and five in depth core profiles (P-105, P-106, P-201, P-4A, P-11A). These wells are marked on 

Figure 9 below. In addition to all this well data and 3D seismic data, there is a vertical seismic 

profile (VSP) at well P-201.  
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Figure 9: Map of Puttygut reef approximate location with all wells labeled with well flow 

rankings. Map from M. Rine (personal comm., 2020). 

 

Puttygut single and multi-attribute results 

 A wide range of single attributes were calculated in AASPI and compared by the 

interpreter to decide which attributes best showed features of interest in the reef. There are 

other methods for attribute selection, such as the PCA (principal component analysis) method, 

but they were not implemented as interpreter apriori knowledge was used to select the 

optimal set of attributes. PCA, and other such methods, use mathematical approaches which 

can aid the interpreter if apriori knowledge is lacking. The goal is to attempt to identify sub-

seismic features in one of two ways: 1) Using attributes that help define the geometry of the 
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subsurface. 2) Using attributes that are calculated in the frequency realm. Using PCA to choose 

the attributes will not differentiate between attributes that specialize in structural 

identification and those that are useful in the frequency domain, it will give attributes that 

show the most variability in the data regardless of their specialization. Designating the attribute 

selection to the interpreter is the easiest way to avoid mixing the two categories of attributes. 

Therefore, after much consideration, the following attributes were deemed most worthy. 

Structural: energy ratio similarity, negative curvature, aberrancy, and GLCM homogeneity. 

Frequency: cosine of instantaneous phase, average frequency, continuous wavelet transform 

(CWT) spectral decomposition at frequencies of 29 Hz, 57 Hz, and 81 Hz. The approximate 

thickness ranges these frequencies correspond to with velocities at the reef interval are 107 

feet, 55 feet, and 38 feet for 29 Hz, 57 Hz, and 81 Hz respectively.  

 The following section of the chapter details observations of the single attributes and 

multi-attribute results extracted onto horizons picked by an expert geologist that works in the 

Michigan Basin. Initially, stratal slices were used to estimate the locations of the different facies 

within the reef, but upon consultation it was discovered that the geometry of the reef interior 

changes dramatically from the horizons that encase it. These encasing horizons were used as 

the boundaries to create the stratal slices and because of this the internal geometry change 

was not recorded. First, the single attributes that were calculated in AASPI are extracted onto 

the Brown horizon slice in Petrel and initial observations are recorded. Appendix A contain the 

single attributes extracted onto the other formation horizons. Second, six total SOMs were 

calculated in Paradise. All six SOM calculations were output with a 5x5 neuron grid. Three of the 

six SOM runs used the aforementioned structural attributes in addition to the PSTM amplitude 

while the other three used the aforementioned frequency attributes without the PSTM 

amplitude. The amplitude was removed from the frequency SOM runs because it tended to 

dominate the results. After its removal, there was a greater variability in which attribute 

contributed the most for each cluster of data. The first two (one structure and one frequency) 

SOM runs were restricted between the A-2 Carbonate and Clinton layers and utilized all the 

inlines and crosslines. The next two (one structure and one frequency) were restricted between 

the same two horizons but the inlines and crosslines were restricted to isolate the reef from the 
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surrounding geology. That range is from Inline 38 to 116 and from Crossline 45 to 85. The final 

two SOM runs (one structure and one frequency) used the same inline and crossline restrictions 

as the second set of SOMs but were further confined vertically to be between the A-1 

Carbonate and the Gray layers. Figure 11 shows the SOM boundaries in both map view and in 

cross section. The last two batches of SOM runs were then extracted onto the Brown horizon 

slice. SOM run number one can be found in Appendix B. There are six horizons that compose 

the reef boundary and internal structure, but the Brown horizon is the focus of the single and 

multi-attribute analysis. The Brown horizon is the top of the Guelph reef complex (the top of 

the Reef Core, Reef Apron, and Reef Talus geobodies), which made it the most important 

horizon for displaying the attribute maps because it is the most representative of the 

morphology of the Guelph reef complex. Observing the single and multi-attributes at this level 

gave the best insight into the reef possible. The horizon observations are followed by initial 

observations of the SOMs shown in vertical seismic display. The goal of this section is to identify 

areas and attribute combinations of interest, namely areas along well bores where there is 

permeability and porosity data. Four type wells that had the most complete suite of porosity 

and permeability data were chosen for this task: P-106, P-201, P-102, and P-103. All SOM 

results output the data into voxel sizes that were 55 by 55 feet laterally and 1 millisecond 

vertically. Figure 10 shows an example of the data and the voxel sizes.  
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Figure 10: The SOM outputs voxels that are 55 by 55 feet in lateral area and 1 millisecond 
vertically, which is equivalent to the bin size and sample rate of the input data. 
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Figure 11: The top image shows the inline and cross line extent of the SOM runs with Bing Maps 
Hybrid Imagery overlay. The green box encompasses all the inlines and crosslines. The blue box 
is the cropped survey extent with a range from Inline 38 to 116 and from Crossline 45 to 85 and 

the pink outline is the mapped outline of the reef. The bottom image, at 20 times vertical 
exaggeration, shows the vertical extent of each SOM run. The green and blue shaded areas are 

associated with the green and blue boxes from the upper image and vertically constrain the 
data between the A-2 Carbonate and the Clinton Formation. The yellow shaded area represents 
the vertical extent of the third SOM run. It is laterally constrained by the blue box but vertically it 

is between the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray Formations. 
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Single attributes on Brown 

 Figure 12 shows an enlargement of the structural attributes extracted onto the Brown 

horizon in Petrel. The light pink outline in each image represents the reef extent as defined by 

M. Rine (personal comm., 2020). Figure 12 A) two-way time (TWT) map of the horizon. The reef 

complex is a clear structural high compared to the off-reef areas, and there is slightly higher 

structure observed in the northern section of the reef complex compared to the southern. The 

slope is gentler on the western edge of the reef and steeper on the eastern edge. Figure 12 B) 

pre-stack time migrated (PSTM) amplitude data. There is a consistent negative amplitude that 

composes most of the reef top, followed by a ring of positive amplitude that contours the reef 

outline. Figure 12 C) energy ratio similarity (ERS). The yellow arrows filled with black are 

showing areas of lower similarity along the eastern side of the reef, as well as one spot in the 

southern portion. The yellow lines outline some sinuous features that surround the main reef 

body. Figure 12 D) negative curvature attribute. Outlined in yellow is a connected feature that 

runs throughout the reef body. There is also a broad trend of negative curvature that wraps 

around the reef outline itself everywhere except for the southern tip. The area that surrounds 

the reef complex is comprised of alternating carbonate and halite layers, which have a much 

greater acoustic impedance than the reef complex interior which is comprised of only 

carbonate. Figure 12 E) aberrancy. An interconnected feature is present here as well, but it 

takes up more of the reef. Within that feature there are small pockets of little to no aberrancy. 

At the bioherm level, these features could be associated with coral growth patterns within the 

reef. Figure 12 F) GLCM homogeneity. The yellow circle shows an area of high homogeneity that 

is concentrated in the northern section of the reef. There is then a low homogeneous zone 

surrounded by a tight ring of high homogeneity on the reef outline. The tight ring of 

homogeneity could be areas in which reef debris gathered as the reef died due to being drown. 

The yellow arrows filled with black are pointing to areas surrounding the reef that are high 

homogeneity concentrations. These could be areas where smaller bioherm mounds initially 

formed but were abandon/drown as sea level rose during the time of reef growth. Figure 13 

shows a zoom in on the same Brown horizon with the frequency-based attributes extracted 

onto it. Figure 13 A) average frequency. The black shapes outline areas of particularly low 
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average frequency in the main reef body. The rest of the reef is a higher average frequency. The 

black arrows are pointing to areas of anomalously high or low average frequency which lie 

outside of the reef body. The varying frequencies found within the reef core could indicate a 

transition from a higher porosity and permeability to a lower porosity and permeability 

lithofacies. Figure 13 B) cosine of the instantaneous phase accentuates what the PSTM 

amplitude shows. There is a negative cosine value in the reef body, surrounds by a positive ring 

that hugs the reef body. The attribute also shows that there is another ring with a negative 

cosine value that tightly curves the inner features to the east and more broadly curves to the 

west. Outside of that ring is mostly positive values speckled with negatives. Figure 13 C), D), and 

E) display the CWT spectral decomposition at frequencies 29 Hz, 57 Hz, and 81 Hz, respectively. 

29 Hz corresponds to approximately 107-foot thicknesses, 57 Hz to 55-foot thicknesses, and 81 

Hz to 38-foot thicknesses. Figure 13 C) CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz shows the main 

reef body has a lower presence of 29 Hz relative to its surroundings everywhere except where 

the yellow circle is in the southern portion of the reef. The presence of 29 Hz in the southern 

portion of the reef could indicate that it is slightly thicker than the rest of the reef. Figure 13 D) 

is the CWT spectral decomposition at 57 Hz. Around the reef there is a ring of higher presence 

of 57 Hz. The southern half of the ring exhibits a higher presence than the northern half. Most 

of the reef body is near void of 57 Hz, except where the yellow lines are outlining. There appear 

to be small shapes or features that have some presence of 57 Hz within the reef itself. Going 

from 29 Hz to 57 Hz, we begin to pick up on thinner features. In this case we go from 

frequencies that are associated with 107-foot thicknesses to 55-foot thicknesses. Seeing more 

detail within the reef itself as the frequency increases could imply that the internal growth 

patterns of the reef happened on a smaller scale. The ring surrounding the reef seen with the 

57 Hz spectral decomposition could be associated with an area of reef debris that can be found 

surrounding the reef core. Figure 13 E) is the CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz. Within the 

reef outline, there is a lot of variability in whether 81 Hz is present. Upon closer inspection, 

areas where the presence is similar are usually connected. The yellow lines outline the more 

drastic regions where the higher presence occurred within the reef. Looking out from the reef 

the same pattern can be seen. The highly interconnected areas seen with the 81 Hz spectral 
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decomposition could be associated with the more complex internal coral growth patterns 

found within the reef core. Each of these attributes brings something different to the table that 

will become more important when combining them into a SOM. 

 

 

Figure 12: A) The two-way time map for the Brown horizon. B) The pre-stack time migrated 
(PSTM) amplitude data extracted onto the Brown horizon. C) Energy ratio similarity (ERS). D) 

Negative curvature. E) Aberrancy. F) Grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) homogeneity. Pink 
outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 13: A) Average frequency. B) Cosine of the instantaneous phase. C) Continuous wavelet 
transform (CWT) spectral decomposition at 29 Hz. D) CWT spectral decomposition at 57 Hz. E) 

CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz. Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by 
the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 

  

SOMs on Brown 

 This section shows the results of the final two SOM runs extracted onto the Brown 

horizon. The Brown horizon is the top of the Guelph reef complex (the top of the Reef Core, 

Reef Apron, and Reef Talus geobodies), which made it the most important horizon for 

displaying the attribute maps because it is the most representative of the morphology of the 

Guelph reef complex. Appendix B has additional SOM extractions on the other horizons of 

interest. Also, the third SOM run that was vertically constrained between the A-1 Carbonate 

and the Gray horizons only has the Brown horizon between them. The SOM result cannot be 
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extracted onto the A-1 Carbonate or Gray horizons for the third SOM run as they are the 

boundary for that SOM and any results at the boundary are potentially compromised. The 

white dots in Figure 14 and Figure 15 denote the locations of four wells that penetrate the reef. 

From north to south the wells are, P-106, P-201, P-103, P-102. When comparing different SOMs 

in general, it must be noted that the colors and the neuron number are only place holders. The 

resultant distribution of attributes within each neuron is unique to each individual SOM run 

based on the input data and calculation parameters. Figure 14, for example, shows the second 

and third SOM runs using the structure-based attributes. We see a connected feature that is 

present in both SOM runs and is visually similar when extracted on the Brown horizon, outlined 

by the white dashed line. Neurons 22 and 23 compose this feature for the second SOM (left) 

while neurons 19 and 23 comprise it in the third SOM (right). Table 4 contains a detailed list of 

how much each attribute in the SOM contributed to that specific neuron. The first thing to note 

is that neuron 23 is present for both SOM runs, this is just coincidence. The attribute blend for 

each neuron 23 is different. The 23rd neuron for the second SOM run has the attributes of PSTM 

amplitude, ERS, and GLCM homogeneity contributing over 20% each. The 23rd neuron for the 

third SOM run has PSTM amplitude, negative curvature, and GLCM homogeneity contributing 

over 20%. Moving forward, it is important to keep in mind that features that are similar 

between these two SOMs may not be characterized by the same combination and blending of 

attribute, even though the same attribute set was used. The factor causing the changes is the 

amount of initial data that was given when creating the SOMs in the first place. The second 

SOM run used the data between the A-2 Carbonate and the Clinton Formations while the third 

SOM run was between the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray Formations. Removing just that amount 

of data from the top and bottom can cause significant changes to the results for SOMs. The 

connected feature is not the only thing that is similar between the two SOMs in Figure 14. The 

white arrows in Figure 14 point to another group of neurons that characterize some feature the 

is more concentrated or mounded near the center of the reef. Moving off and away from the 

reef there are some linear features seen outlining the base of the reef that are composed of the 

same neurons that made up the sinuous feature within the reef itself. In general, there are a set 

of neurons that are classifying more sinuous or linear features and another set that classify 
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more condensed or mounded features. Figure 15 shows the frequency SOMs displayed with a 

random color bar. Along the reef body, there is a distribution of three to four different neurons. 

The white arrows are pointing to areas where one or two neuron clusters are consistently 

located near the well locations. Moving off the main reef body the neurons that are present 

change completely. There is little to no connection between the neurons on the reef and those 

that are off the reef. These areas that are concentrated on the reef body could be related to 

changes in rock properties associated with permeability and porosity. These neurons are also 

tending to cluster near areas where there is well penetration. The clustering occurring at the 

well locations could be an indicator of similar and desirable rock properties.  

 

Neuron 
PSTM 

amplitude 
Aberrancy 

Negative 

Curvature 
ERS 

GLCM 

homogeneity 

Left SOM: 22 23% 4.6% 7.5% 29% 35.9% 

Left SOM: 23 22.9% 8.6% 9.5% 21.6% 37.5% 

Right SOM: 19 0.1% 35.7% 36.6% 25.8% 1.7% 

Right SOM: 23 24% 9.3% 21.6% 16.4% 28.6% 

Table 4: Two neurons from each SOM run from Figure 14 were chosen that characterized an 
interesting structural feature (which is outlined in a white dashed line). The table shows the 

percentages of each attribute that was used to create each neuron. Notice that there is neuron 
23 listed twice but that it has different distributions of the attributes. Neuron 23 having different 

distributions was because each SOM had different input parameters, which caused the final 
results to differ. 
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Figure 14: Structure SOMs with a more gradational color bar. Left image was created between 
A-2 Carbonate and Clinton horizons. Right image is a SOM created between the A-1 Carbonate 
and the Gray horizons. Both SOMs are shown on the Brown horizon. Both SOMs were created 
with the cropped inline and crossline extent discussed in Figure 11. The white dots represent 

four wells that penetrate the reef. From north the south they are: P-106, P-201, P-102, P-103. 
Refer to text for description of white-dashed area and white arrows. The black area surrounding 
the SOMs is the background color for the software where there is no information being shown. 
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Figure 15: Frequency SOMs with random color bar. Left image was created between A-2 
Carbonate and Clinton horizons. Right image is a SOM created between the A-1 Carbonate and 
the Gray horizons. Both SOMs are shown on the Brown horizon. Both SOMs were created with 

the cropped inline and crossline extent discussed in Figure 11. The white dots represent four 
wells that penetrate the reef. From north the south they are: P-106, P-201, P-102, P-103. The 
black area surrounding the SOMs is the background color for the software where there is no 

information being shown. 

SOMs in vertical seismic displays 

 The next step is to look at the SOMs in vertical section to better understand and 

compare the lateral extent of the revealed features. Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18 show 

the second and third SOM runs side by side. All images were taken at Inline 92 in the survey, 

which crosscuts well P-201, indicated by the white line (approximately Crossline 66). The width 

of the images is from Crossline 45 to 85. The dashed white line represents the time of 417 ms in 
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the subsurface and where it meets the vertical white line representing the P-201 well is where 

the top of the Brown Formation is located at that well. Figure 16 only shows one feature of 

interest which looks like a hollow mound. The feature is mostly blue (neurons 18, 19, 20, 24, 

and 25) in the left image (the second SOM run) and mostly red and yellow (neurons 5, 10, 11, 

12, 16, 17, 21, and 22) in the right image (the third SOM run). Figure 17 displays this feature 

with only the neurons that compose it turned on. The feature peaks below the top of the 

Brown Formation and rest entirely within the bioherm section. Expanding out from this inline 

into the rest of the survey revealed that this feature consistently remained under the Brown 

Formation top and rested within the bioherm. One possible explanation for the mound feature 

is that it is the remnant of the bioherm mound that the reef eventually grew on. 

 

Figure 16: Structure SOMs with a more gradational color bar. Left image was created between 
A-2 Carbonate and Clinton horizons but visually cropped between the A-1 Carbonate and the 

Gray horizons. Right image is a SOM created between the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray horizons. 
Both VSDs are Inline 92 through well P-201, which is marked by the white vertical line. Both 
SOMs were created with the cropped inline and crossline extent discussed in Figure 11. The 
black area surrounding the SOMs is the background color for the software where there is no 

information being shown. 
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Figure 17: The mound feature with only relevant neurons turned on. The left SOM created the 
feature using five neurons while the right SOM produced it with eight neurons. The black area 
surrounding the SOMs is the background color for the software where there is no information 

being shown. 

 

 Figure 18 uses a different color bar with random colors to help increase the contrast 

between areas that differ slightly. Around the well location there are a few different pockets of 

individual neurons. Some glaring similarities can be seen by the gold color in the left SOM and 

the brown color in the right SOM. They seem to represent similar areas and are only found in 

the bioherm section. Those neurons could potentially indicate areas within the reef that have 

similar porosity or permeability properties. Yet, the right SOM image seems to have more 

variability overall. One example of this can be seen when looking on the right of each SOM. The 

large purple section in the left SOM is divided up into two or three different neurons in the right 

SOM. The increase in variation is due to the differing amount of initial data given when creating 

the SOM but keeping the number of classifications (neurons) the same. Since less data were 
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given to the third SOM at the start and there were still 25 neurons to utilize it was able to divide 

up more of the reef interior when compared to the previous SOM runs where more data were 

initially provided. 

 

Figure 18: Frequency SOMs with a random color bar. Left image was created between A-2 
Carbonate and Clinton horizons but visually cropped between the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray 

horizons. Right image is a SOM created between the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray horizons. Both 
VSDs are Inline 92 through well P-201, which is marked by the white vertical line. Both SOMs 

were created with the cropped inline and crossline extent discussed in Figure 11. The black area 
surrounding the SOMs is the background color for the software where there is no information 

being shown. 

 

Discussion 

 In the end, the third SOM run with the frequency attributes was chosen to explore the 

reef further. The input data and parameters for the third SOM were best suited to achieve the 

goal of identifying areas of poor to great permeability and porosity. The ranges for these 

classifications for porosity are: 0% - 3% is poor, 3% - 6% is intermediate, 6% - 10% is good, and 
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greater than 10% is great. The ranges for permeability are: 0 - 1 mD is poor, 1 - 10 mD is 

intermediate, 10 - 50 mD is good, and greater than 50 mD is great. Horizons with high levels of 

confidence were used to bridge the gap between the well logs and the time volumes. A 

qualitative interpretation on the efficacy of the frequency SOM runs to identify sub-seismic 

areas of varying permeability and porosity was conducted using the available data. In order to 

create Figure 19, SOM vertical display images were taken at each inline where a well was 

located. The well crossline location was marked by a vertical white line. Then the permeability 

and porosity logs were taken from Petrel and overlain on these VSDs. The logs were then 

stretched and squeezed between the A-1 Carbonate, the Brown, and the Gray Formations.  

  Areas of varying permeability and porosity were located on the well logs and then the 

neurons associated with those locations were noted, see Table 5. At well P-106 the best case 

scenario was found with great permeability and porosity on average, denoted by the blue box 

in Figure 19. Neurons associated with this box are numbers 19 and 23. Two areas of good to 

great porosity were found with widely varying permeability at wells P-201 and P-102. They are 

marked with the green squares. Neuron 19 is associated with the green boxes. Areas of poor 

permeability and at best intermediate porosity are marked with the red boxes at wells P-106 

and P-102. The neurons found within the red boxes are 18 and 20. Finally, the yellow boxes at 

well P-103 mark two locations where the porosity is roughly the same, with values ranging from 

good to great, but with vastly different permeability. The two neurons within the yellow boxes 

are 10 and 25. Neuron 23 is only present at the one location where there is the highest values 

of permeability and porosity. Neuron 23 is also the only neuron with a high percentage of CWT 

spectral decomposition at 81 Hz at 40.6% contribution. The other top contributors for this 

neuron are the average frequency at 35.3% and CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz with a 

22.4% contribution. Neuron 19 can be found where there was a wide range of permeability but 

intermediate to great porosity. Neuron 19 is also found next to neuron 23 at well P-106 where 

the best properties were found. The top three attribute contribution percentages for neuron 19 

are CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz with 39.3%, average frequency with 29.9%, and CWT 

spectral decomposition at 57 Hz with 24.3%. The yellow boxes at well P-103 seem confusing at 

first, but upon closer inspection the attribute contribution percentages for neurons 10 and 25 
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are almost identical. The porosity in this well has slight variations from good to great through 

the whole section while the permeability is more highly varied and does not seem to follow any 

specific trend. That information implies that these two neurons are mostly driven by the 

porosity and not as affected by the permeability. The blends of neurons 10 and 25 have 

attribute contribution percentages of ~38% for CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz, ~31-35% 

for CWT spectral decomposition at 57 Hz, ~14-15% for average frequency, and ~11% for CWT 

spectral decomposition at 81 Hz. The banding seems to come from the 3.2% difference in the 

cosine of instantaneous phase attribute contribution. The undesirable rock properties are 

associated with neurons 18 and 20. These two neurons only appear at well locations associated 

with poor porosity and permeability conditions. These two neurons are dominated by two 

attributes. Neuron 18 has a 51.2% contribution from CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz and 

a 30.5% contribution from average frequency. Neuron 20 has a 44.5% contribution from 

average frequency and a 39.3% contribution from CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz. 

 Table 5 numerically summarizes the attribute contributions for each neuron. Essentially, 

areas of high permeability and porosity are found where CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz, 

average frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz are the highest contributing 

attributes. Areas that have high porosity, but widely varying permeability, were found to be 

characterized by two sets of attributes: 1) CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz, average 

frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 57 Hz. 2) CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz, 

CWT spectral decomposition at 57 Hz, average frequency, CWT spectral decomposition at 81 

Hz. Finally, areas of poor porosity and permeability were characterized by attribute 

combinations dominated by average frequency CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz. 
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Figure 19: Qualitative well/SOM correlation. Porosity (right log) and permeability (left log) logs 
were stretched and squeezed between SOMs at inlines that the wells are located. The blue box 
on well P-106 indicates an area with great permeability and porosity. The red boxes on wells P-
106 and P-102 indicate areas of poor permeability and poor to intermediate porosity. The green 

boxes on wells P-201 and P-102 are areas of widely varying permeability but good to great 
porosity. The yellow boxes on well P-103 show two areas. Both with good to great porosity but 

with opposite permeabilities.  

 

Neuron cos(inst. 
phase) 

Average 
frequency 

CWT spec 
decomp 29Hz 

CWT spec 
decomp 57Hz 

CWT spec 
decomp 81Hz 

10 3.8% 15.1% 38.2% 31% 11.8% 

18 6.4% 30.5% 51.2% 4% 7.9% 

19 0% 29.9% 39.3% 24.3% 6.5% 

20 0.6% 44.5% 39.5% 5.2% 10.2% 

23 0.2% 35.3% 22.4% 1.5% 40.6% 

25 0.6% 13.8% 38% 35.8% 11.9% 
Table 5: List of relevant neurons along the four wells in Figure 19. 
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Conclusions 

 There are two main conclusions to this investigation. The first is that confining the data 

closer to the reef boundary allowed for the SOMs to create more variability in the areas of 

interest. Figure 17 showed this with the two structural SOMs characterizing a similar mounded 

feature. The more confined SOM (right image) required more neurons to fully characterize that 

feature while the less confined SOM (left image) required less. Figure 18 also showed this 

concept with the different zones within the reef being characterized by more neurons in the 

more confined SOM. For this case, we want to have more classifications within the reef because 

we are looking for smaller changes in the rock properties. Removing the overlying A-2 

Carbonate and the underlying Clinton Formation from the input data to the SOM, which are 

outside of the reservoir and therefore not important for mapping, allowed for more of the 

internal variability within the reef to be captured by the neurons that were characterizing 

features external to the reef before.  

 The second is that there does seem to be a trend or relationship between porosity and 

permeability in the seismic/well data and the third SOM run. When comparing the well logs to 

the SOM results, areas where there is great permeability and great porosity present coincide 

with attribute blends with high percentages of CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz, average 

frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz. The core profile for well P-106 associates 

this depth with a heavily karsted reservoir zone. Other attribute combinations were also found 

that were mainly affected by porosity and not so much by permeability. Areas of good to great 

porosity were associated with attribute blends of CWT spectral decomposition at 29 and 57 Hz 

in higher percentages and average frequency and CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz in 

lower, but still significant, percentages. The relationship between those four attributes and the 

porosity was discovered at well P-103 and stretched from the A-1 Carbonate down almost to 

the base of the bioherm layer. These two neurons exhibit a similar vertical extent in multiple 

locations throughout the reef, creating pillars of desirable porosity. Finally, areas with a wider 

range of porosity, from intermediate to great, had attribute blends in decreasing percentages 

of CWT spectral decomposition 29, average frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 57 
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Hz. These locations were near the upper section of the bioherm. Areas with attribute blends 

dominated with only CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz and average frequency should be 

avoided as they were associated with areas of lower porosity and permeability.  

 Figure 20 illustrates a Puttygut reef model created by Garrett (2016) compared to the 

four best porosity and permeability case neurons from the final SOM run over Puttygut from 

this study. It is possible to make a qualitative comparison between the chosen neurons and the 

geology of the reef. The attributes associated with neuron 23 seem to correspond to areas 

where the reef talus is present. Neuron 19 corresponds to areas where the reef core is located. 

Neurons 10 and 25 correspond to areas where the reef core and bioherm are located. Appendix 

C shows multiple inlines stepping through the reef. From those images we can see that the 

neurons are consistently located at approximately the same depths as the geologic features 

they represent. Figure 21 shows that same model from Garret (2016) populated with calculated 

porosity and permeability values for the reef model. The hotter colors on those models indicate 

areas of higher porosity and permeability. The hot colored areas also correlate well with the 

chosen neurons from the SOM created from this workflow.  
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Figure 20: Relating the SOM neurons to the geology. Top image from Garrett (2016) shows a 
facies distribution on cross section line A-A’ within the Puttygut reef and in 2D map view. 

Bottom shows the results from the Puttygut SOM in both map view and on cross section line B-
B’. B-B’ goes from “2” to “5” on the A-A’ line. Black dashed lines show where the edges of the 

model meets the edge of the SOM. 
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Figure 21: Top and bottom images from Garrett (2016) showing the calculated porosity (top 
image) and permeability (bottom image) for a reef model. Black dashed lines show where the 

edges of the model meet the edge of the SOM. Hotter colors indicate more porosity or 
permeability. When comparing those models to the SOM we see a good correlation between the 

two. The reef talus, reef core, and bioherm all have higher values of porosity and permeability 
when compared to the rest of the model. These are also the areas where the SOM neurons are 

focused.   
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Chapter 3: Applications of workflow to different areas 

 This chapter focuses on taking the workflow developed over the Puttygut reef and 

applying it to other nearby reef complexes to test the repeatability and robustness of the 

method. These reefs have less porosity and permeability control, so this is a qualitative study in 

the end. Figure 22 shows the locations of the reef complexes in relation to each other.  

 

Figure 22: Locations of the two reef complexes used to test the developed workflow. Ira lies to 
the south and slightly east of Puttygut while Lenox lies to the southwest. Bing Maps Hybrid 

Imagery overlay is displaying satellite imagery. 

 

 The input data for the Ira and Lenox SOMs was the 3D PSTM amplitude volume and the 

following frequency attributes: average frequency, cosine of instantaneous phase, CWT spectral 
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decomposition at 29 Hz, 57 Hz, and 81 Hz. These attributes were calculated in AASPI. Horizons 

for each reef were also provided from the A-2 Carbonate down to the Clinton. Only the A-1 

Carbonate, the Brown, and the Gray horizons were used for this exercise. These attributes and 

horizons were imported into Paradise and the SOMs were created. The boundaries for each 

SOM were slightly different but followed the same principles as with the third Puttygut SOM 

run. They were vertically confined between the A-1 Carbonate and Gray horizons and confined 

laterally by a set of inlines and crosslines. 

 Once each SOM was completed, the resultant neurons were filtered based on their 

attribute contribution percentages. If there were any blends like the successful blends 

developed from the Puttygut trials then they were kept, if not they were discarded. There were 

no exact matches with the attribute percentages in neurons calculated at Ira, but there were 

three results that were very close. Lenox was primarily composed of three neurons within the 

reef body, so the filtering and selection process was very short. Again, there were no exact 

matches at this reef either, but two of the three neurons that were found within the reef were 

very close. The three blends of attributes that were developed at Puttygut and that were 

looked for in the Ira and Lenox reefs were: 1) Areas of great permeability and porosity had a 

blend of CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz, average frequency, and CWT spectral 

decomposition at 29 Hz in order from highest contribution to lowest. 2) Areas with good to 

great porosity had a blend of CWT spectral decomposition at 29 and 57 Hz in higher 

percentages and average frequency and CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz in lower, but still 

significant, percentages. 3) Areas with porosity ranging from intermediate to great had a blend 

of CWT spectral decomposition 29, average frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 57 

Hz in order from highest contribution to lowest. A close proxy to each of these cases was found 

at the Ira reef while proxies to cases one and two were found at the Lenox reef. The attribute 

blends were surprisingly similar and can be seen compared on Table 8. 

Ira 3D 

 Ira 3D is located to the south of Puttygut. The reef has an area of 100 acres and is 

approximately 190 feet tall with a capacity of 6.3 BCFG. The seismic data that were used as the 
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base for all the attribute and SOM analysis was the PSTM amplitude data shot in 2018. The 

inline and crossline spacing was 440 feet, the shot and receiver spacing was 110 feet, and bin 

size was 55 by 55 feet, and the sample rate was 1 millisecond. All the frequency-based 

attributes were calculated from the PSTM amplitude in AASPI and then imported into Paradise. 

These attributes are the cosine of the instantaneous phase, the average frequency, and the 

CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz, 57 HZ and 81 Hz. Figure 23 shows the survey and SOM 

boundary extent. The pink outline represents the reef extent. The blue box is a range of inlines 

from 58 to 106 and of crosslines from 33 to 81. Figure 24 shows the approximate reef location 

with all the wells label and the associated well flow rankings. Figure 25 is a VSD of Inline 82 

which cut through the center of the reef. The given horizons are shown as well as the reef 

extent. The upper and lower limit for the SOM was the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray Formations, 

like Puttygut. After filtering through the results of the SOMs, three neurons were found that 

had attribute contribution percentages very similar to those found at Puttygut when looking for 

areas of varying permeability and porosity. Those neurons and their respective attribute 

percentages can be found at Table 6. 
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Figure 23: Ira reef in map view. Refer to Figure 22 for location or reef in relation to other reefs. 
The survey boundary is seen in the green box. The pink line represents the boundary of the reef. 
The blue box represents the boundary of the SOM survey. The inline range is from 58 to 106 and 

the crossline range is from 33 to 81. Bing Maps Hybrid Imagery overlay is displaying satellite 
imagery. 
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Figure 24:Ira reef approximate location with all wells labeled with well flow rankings. Map from 
M. Rine (personal comm., 2020). 
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Figure 25: Ira 3D seismic survey: Inline 82 at 20 times vertical exaggeration through the center 
of the reef with the horizons on. 

 

Neuron cos(inst. 
phase) 

Average 
frequency 

CWT spec 
decomp 29Hz 

CWT spec 
decomp 57Hz 

CWT spec 
decomp 81Hz 

6 0.3% 33.9% 17% 48.6% 0.2% 
16 0.8% 23.4% 13.4% 36.2% 26.2% 
23 0.5% 35.3% 34.9% 0.9% 28.4% 

Table 6: The filtered neurons for the Ira frequency SOM. While the exact percentages and 
attribute ratios are not exactly the same, the presence of the dominant attributes in the blends 
is the same. Neuron 6 is like case three from Puttygut. Neuron 16 is like case two from Puttygut. 

Neuron 23 is like case one from Puttygut.  

 

Frequency SOMs from Ira 3D 

 Figure 26 shows the results of the SOM in map view extracted onto the Brown horizon. 

The left image shows the SOM with all the neurons turned on while the right image only has the 

filtered neurons from Table 6 turned on. When comparing the neuron attribute blends of Ira to 

Puttygut, it is observed that neuron 6 from Ira is most like the third case at Puttygut where 
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there is a wider range of porosities from intermediate to great but changes in permeability are 

not captured. Neuron 16 is most like case two from Puttygut where there are areas of good to 

great porosity, but again changes in permeability is not well captured. Finally, neuron 23 is most 

like case one at Puttygut where there are areas of great permeability and porosity present. 

When looking from above, there is some variability on the horizon surface, but when only the 

filter neurons are activated there is a separation that can be seen that breaks the reef into 

smaller clusters with higher porosity and permeability. Figure 27 shows this in vertical section. 

The top left image is Inline 82 through the center of the reef and the top right image is Crossline 

58, both have all the neurons turned on. The images directly below them have only the filtered 

neurons turned on. Neuron 6 had a similar attribute contribution percentage as case three from 

Puttygut but was not very abundant overall. There is a higher concentration of neurons 16 and 

23 within the Ira reef. Neuron 16 is localized near the center of the reef while neuron 23 is seen 

more in larger clumps on the outskirts of the reef, as well as in a single location in the center of 

the reef, in between a section of neuron 16. The vertical white lines on the crossline image 

represent the locations of wells that penetrate the reef. Three of the five wells land within 

areas of higher porosity and permeability, with the other two wells to the north coming close to 

areas of high permeability and porosity. Those three wells, I-201, I-111, and I-108 also 

happened to be the three highest ranked wells in the field according to Figure 24. The other 

two wells in Figure 27 that did not penetrate the neurons but only came close were I-104 and I-

202, which were ranked ninth and twelfth out of twelve in the field.   
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Figure 26: Ira frequency SOM on the Brown horizon. The left image is with all neurons active 
while the right image only has neurons 6, 16, and 23 turned on. 
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Figure 27: Ira frequency SOM in VSD. Top let is Inline 82 and top right is Crossline 58. The 
vertical white lines are five wells that are located on Crossline 58. From left to right they are I-
104, I-202, I-201, I-111, I-108. Below each of those is the same inline and crossline with only 

neurons 6, 16, and 23 turned on. 
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Lenox 3D 

 Lenox 3D is located to the west and slightly south of Puttygut. The reef has an area of 35 

acres and is approximately 260 feet tall with a capacity of 3.2 BCFG. The seismic data that were 

used as the base for all the attribute and SOM analysis was the PSTM amplitude data shot in 

2018. The inline and crossline spacing was 660 feet, the shot and receiver spacing was 110 feet, 

and bin size was 55 by 55 feet, and the sample rate was 1 millisecond. All the frequency-based 

attributes were calculated from the PSTM amplitude in AASPI and then imported into Paradise. 

These attributes are the cosine of the instantaneous phase, the average frequency, and the 

CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz, 57 HZ and 81 Hz. Figure 28 shows the survey and SOM 

boundary extent. The pink outline represents the reef extent. The blue box is a range of inlines 

from 43 to 68 and of crosslines from 60 to 84. Figure 29 shows the approximate reef location 

with all the wells label and the associated well flow rankings. Figure 30 is a VSD of Inline 56 

which cuts through the center of the reef. The given horizons are show as well as the reef 

extent. The upper and lower limit for the SOM was the A-1 Carbonate and the Gray Formations, 

just like for Puttygut. The filtering process for the Lenox reef was much easier, as there were 

only three neurons that were within the reef body, one of which did not match any of the 

attribute trends or relationships from Puttygut. That left two that were relatively similar to the 

cases discovered at Puttygut. The neurons and their attribute contribution percentages can be 

seen in Table 7. 
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Figure 28: Lenox reef in map view. Refer to Figure 22 for location or reef in relation to other 
reefs. The survey boundary is seen in the green box. The pink line represents the boundary of the 
reef. The blue box represents the boundary of the SOM survey. The inline range is from 43 to 68 

and the crossline range is from 60 to 84. Bing Maps Hybrid Imagery overlay is displaying 
satellite imagery. 
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Figure 29: Lenox reef approximate location with all wells labeled with well flow rankings. Map 
from M. Rine (personal comm., 2020). 
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Figure 30: Lenox 3D seismic survey: Inline 56 at 20 times vertical exaggeration through the 
center of the reef with the horizons on. 

 

Neuron cos(inst. 
phase) 

Average 
frequency 

CWT spec 
decomp 29Hz 

CWT spec 
decomp 57Hz 

CWT spec 
decomp 81Hz 

23 4.4 25.3 30 6.3 34.1 
24 8.4 23.4 23.5 29.1 15.7 

Table 7: The filtered neurons for the Lenox frequency SOM. While the exact percentages and 
attribute ratios are not exactly the same, the presence of the dominant attributes in the blends 
is the same. Neuron 23 is like case one from Puttygut. Neuron 24 is like case two from Puttygut. 

 

Frequency SOMs from Lenox 3D 

 Figure 31 shows the results of the SOM in map view extracted onto the Brown horizon. 

It is very clear that the dominant neurons for this reef are numbers 23 and 24. From above 

those are the only neurons that are present within the reef itself, with the remaining neurons 
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composing the outline and boundary of the reef. Comparing the neuron attribute blends of 

Lenox to Puttygut it can be seen that: Neuron 23 from Lenox is most like case one at Puttygut 

where there are areas of great permeability and porosity present. Neuron 24 at Lenox is most 

like case two from Puttygut where there are areas of good to great porosity, but changes in 

permeability are not well captured. Figure 32 shows the frequency SOM in vertical sectionfis 

very clear that neuron 24 is most of the reef interior while neuron 23 makes up more of the 

reef boundary. There is some slight intrusion of another neuron, number 9, in the reef core, but 

its attribute contribution percentages did not closely resemble anything from the three 

Puttygut cases, so it was excluded from further analysis.  

 

Figure 31: Lenox frequency SOM on the Brown horizon. The dominant neurons for the reef can 
clearly be seen as neurons 23 and 24.  
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Figure 32: Lenox frequency SOM in VSD through the center of the reef at Inline 56. There is a 
clear dominance of neuron 24 in the reef core at this inline with neuron 23 making up more of 

the outer reef.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and future work 

 Overall, the presence of certain attribute contribution percentages was consistent 

among the three reefs in this study. Table 8 shows the three desirable cases that were 

developed at Puttygut with the percentage contribution from each attribute that composed the 

neurons at each reef location. Attribute contribution percentages are highlight based on their 

ranking for each neuron. Blue indicates the number one contributor, followed but green, then 

yellow, and finally orange where applicable. There is no case where every ranking is exactly 

honored when looking for similarities at different reefs, however, there is most definitely a 

consistent trend/relationship when looking solely at the highest contributing attribute 

combinations. For the case of great porosity and permeability, CWT spectral decomposition at 

81 Hz, average frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz were always the highest 

contributors by a significant margin. In the second case where there is a range of good to great 

porosity but no noticeable effect on permeability, every attribute significantly contributes 

except for the cosine of the instantaneous phase. Finally, In the case where a range of 

intermediate to great porosities are found, CWT spectral decomposition at 29 Hz, average 

frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 57 Hz are found to be the most prevalent 

contributors. From the results shown, it seems that the workflow created at Puttygut was able 

to translate over Ira and Lenox well. The similar attribute blends being found at similar 

geological locations within each reef increase the confidence that this workflow was able to 

accurately distinguish areas of higher porosity and potentially permeability.  
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Case one from Puttygut: great porosity and permeability 

Reef 
cos(inst. 

phase) 

Average 

frequency 

CWT spec 

decomp 

29Hz 

CWT spec 

decomp 

57Hz 

CWT spec 

decomp 

81Hz 

Puttygut 0.2% 35.3% 22.4% 1.5% 40.6% 

Ira 0.5% 35.3% 34.9% 0.9% 28.4% 

Lenox 4.4 25.3 30 6.3 34.1 

Case two from Puttygut: good to great porosity with no permeability affect 

Reef 
cos(inst. 

phase) 

Average 

frequency 

CWT spec 

decomp 

29Hz 

CWT spec 

decomp 

57Hz 

CWT spec 

decomp 

81Hz 

Puttygut ~0-4% ~14-15% ~38% ~31-35% ~11% 

Ira 0.8% 23.4% 13.4% 36.2% 26.2% 

Lenox 8.4 23.4 23.5 29.1 15.7 

Case three from Puttygut: intermediate to great porosity with no permeability 

affect 

Reef 
cos(inst. 

phase) 

Average 

frequency 

CWT spec 

decomp 

29Hz 

CWT spec 

decomp 

57Hz 

CWT spec 

decomp 

81Hz 

Puttygut 0% 29.9% 39.3% 24.3% 6.5% 

Ira 0.3% 33.9% 17% 48.6% 0.2% 

Table 8: Comparative table showing the attribute contribution percentages for each case at 
each different reef. The blue highlighting represents the attribute with the highest contribution 

for each SOM at each reef. The green represents the second most contributing attribute, the 
yellow represents the third highest contributor, and finally the orange represents the fourth 

highest contributor.  

  

When looking for areas of great permeability and porosity, it is recommended to use this SOM 

set up and search for neurons where the attribute contributions are heavily skewed towards 
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CWT spectral decomposition at 81 Hz, average frequency, and CWT spectral decomposition at 

29 Hz, ideally in this order from most to least contributing.  

 This workflow has only been tested in a localized area and would benefit from testing 

further away from the area it was created. The first logical location would be to move out to 

the other reefs in the Michigan Basin, where there is a significant amount of permeability and 

porosity data. If results like this study are found again, then it would be recommended to move 

to another basin and rerun these SOMs to see if basin locations have any sway on the results. 

As this workflow is tested further and further away from the reef it was created at, more and 

more variables begin to arise. Different parts of the basin could have been altered slightly 

different through time. Different basin in the world were created by varying geological 

processes under different physical conditions. These variations in the reefs and in the rocks 

cause variations in the rock properties that are present today. Attributes can detect these 

changes, sometimes wholly and sometimes partially, and when those attributes are input into a 

SOM then those changes become additive. After enough changes, a SOM could cluster together 

data points using attribute blends that in one area of the world indicate high permeability and 

porosity, but in another part of the world could indicate the opposite. Testing this workflow in 

different parts of the world is key for determining its repeatability and robustness.  
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Appendix A: Attributes on Puttygut pre-stack time migrated data 

Extracted single attributes onto other expert picked horizons 

 In this appendix, the single structural and frequency based attributes that were 

previously shown on the Brown Formation are also extracted and shown on the remaining five 

formations, the A-2 Carbonate, the A-2 Anhydrite, and A-1 Carbonate, and Gray, and the 

Clinton. In addition to these horizons, two stratal slices were created between the Brown 

horizon and the Gray horizon. Stratal slice one (representative of the Mid-Reef) was created to 

be one fourth of the distance between the Brown horizon and the Gray horizon. Stratal slice 

two (representative of the bioherm) was created to be three fourths of the distance between 

the Brown horizon and the Gray horizon.  
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Figure 33: Cross section through the reef at 20 times vertical exaggeration showing the horizons 
that constitute the reef and the four key wells, P-103, P-102, P-201, and P-106. The path can be 
seen on the TWT map in Figure 2.  The top image is the arbitrary line without interpretation, the 

bottom is with horizon interpretation. 
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Figure 34: TWT maps for the expert picked horizons. Contour lines are 2 ms. A) A-2 Carbonate B) 
A-2 Anhydrite C) A-1 Carbonate D) Brown E) Gray F) Clinton 
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Figure 35: A-2 Carbonate horizon with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM amplitude 
B) Aberrancy C) Negative curvature D) ERS E) GLCM homogeneity Pink outline marks the outer 

reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 36: A-2 Carbonate horizon with extracted single frequency attributes. A) PSTM amplitude 
B) CWT 29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average frequency F) CWT 

81 Hz Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 37: A-2 Anhydrite horizon with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM amplitude 
B) Aberrancy C) Negative curvature D) ERS E) GLCM homogeneity Pink outline marks the outer 

reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 38: A-2 Anhydrite horizon with extracted single frequency attributes. A) PSTM amplitude 
B) CWT 29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average frequency F) CWT 

81 Hz Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 39: A-1 Carbonate horizon with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM amplitude 
B) Aberrancy C) Negative curvature D) ERS E) GLCM homogeneity Pink outline marks the outer 

reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 40: A-1 Carbonate horizon with extracted single frequency attributes. A) PSTM amplitude 
B) CWT 29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average frequency F) CWT 

81 Hz Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 41: Stratal slice one (Mid-Reef) with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM 
amplitude B) TWT map C) Aberrancy D) Negative curvature E) ERS F) GLCM homogeneity Pink 

outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 42: Stratal slice one (Mid-Reef) with extracted single frequency attributes. A) PSTM 
amplitude B) CWT 29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average 

frequency F) CWT 81 Hz Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 
Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 43: Stratal slice two (Bioherm) with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM 
amplitude B) TWT map C) Aberrancy D) Negative curvature E) ERS F) GLCM homogeneity Pink 

outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 44: Stratal slice two (Bioherm) with extracted single frequency attributes. A) PSTM 
amplitude B) CWT 29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average 

frequency F) CWT 81 Hz Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 
Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 45: Gray horizon with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM amplitude B) 
Aberrancy C) Negative curvature D) ERS E) GLCM homogeneity Pink outline marks the outer reef 

boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 46: Gray horizon with extracted single frequency attributes. A) PSTM amplitude B) CWT 
29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average frequency F) CWT 81 Hz 

Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 47: Clinton horizon with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM amplitude B) 
Aberrancy C) Negative curvature D) ERS E) GLCM homogeneity Pink outline marks the outer reef 

boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Figure 48: Clinton horizon with extracted single structural attributes. A) PSTM amplitude B) CWT 
29 Hz C) Cosine of the instantaneous phase D) CWT 57 Hz E) Average frequency F) CWT 81 Hz 

Pink outline marks the outer reef boundary as defined by the A-1 Carbonate horizon. 
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Appendix B: Previous Puttygut SOM runs 

 In this appendix, the two previously mentioned SOM runs are documented. These are 

the two runs that utilized different amount of lateral data, one using all of the inlines and 

crosslines and the other only using a small subset of them, but were both vertically constrained 

between the A-2 Carbonate and the Clinton horizons. Since the boundaries for these SOM runs 

was the A-2 Carbonate and the Clinton horizons, they will not be shown. 
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Horizon slices of SOM run number one: Full inline and crossline extent 

 

Figure 49: Structure SOM with full inline and crossline extent on: A) A-2 Anhydrite B) A-1 
Carbonate C) Brown D) Gray 
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Figure 50: Frequency SOM with full inline and crossline extent on: A) A-2 Anhydrite B) A-1 
Carbonate C) Brown D) Gray 
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Horizon slices of SOM run number two: Cropped inline and crossline extent 

 

Figure 51: Structure SOM with cropped inline and crossline extent on: A) A-2 Anhydrite B) A-1 
Carbonate C) Brown D) Gray 
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Figure 52: Frequency SOM with cropped inline and crossline extent on: A) A-2 Anhydrite B) A-1 
Carbonate C) Brown D) Gray 
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Side by side of SOM runs one and two in vertical section  

 

Figure 53: Inline 105, intersecting well P-106, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using structural attributes. 
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Figure 54: Inline 105, intersecting well P-106, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using frequency attributes. 
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Figure 55: Inline 92, intersecting well P-201, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using structural attributes. 
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Figure 56: Inline 92, intersecting well P-201, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using frequency attributes. 
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Figure 57: Inline 79, intersecting well P-102, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using structural attributes. 
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Figure 58: Inline 79, intersecting well P-102, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using frequency attributes. 
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Figure 59: Inline 56, intersecting well P-103, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using structural attributes 
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Figure 60: Inline 56, intersecting well P-103, of the full lateral extent SOM (left image) and the 
cropped lateral extent SOM (right image). Both images are displaying the SOMs created by 

using frequency attributes 
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Appendix C: Inline views of final Puttygut SOM 

 

Figure 61: Base map showing inlines through Puttygut reef at an interval of five. Apart from 
Inline 92, which was included to show well P-201.  
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Figure 62: Inline 40 

 

Figure 63: Inline 45 
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Figure 64: Inline 50 

 

Figure 65: Inline 55 
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Figure 66: Inline 60 

 

Figure 67: Inline 65 
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Figure 68: Inline 70 

 

Figure 69: Inline 75 
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Figure 70: Inline 80. Vertical purple line is location of well P-102. 

 

Figure 71: Inline 85 
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Figure 72: Inline 90 

 

Figure 73: Inline 92. Vertical red line is location of well P-201. 
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Figure 74: Inline 95 

 

Figure 75: Inline 100 
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Figure 76: Inline 105. Vertical green line is location of well P-106. 

 

Figure 77: Inline 100 
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Figure 78: Inline 115 
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Appendix D: Well logs 

 Located in this section are the well logs of the four key wells used during the analysis of 

the Puttygut SOMs.  

 

 

Figure 79: The locations of the four key wells in map view. The TWT map is of the Brown 
Formation. 
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Figure 80: Permeability and porosity logs for well P-106 
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Figure 81: Permeability and porosity logs for well P-201 
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Figure 82: Permeability and porosity logs for well P-106 
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Figure 83: Permeability and porosity logs for well P-106 
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Appendix E: 3D survey design, acquisition parameters, and processing 

workflow 

 Puttygut acquisition parameters: Emerson Geophysical. Acquisition start and end date: 

6/7/2019 to 6/14/2019. Field status: Injection. Field max inventory: 14,600 MMCF. Field 

inventory during survey: 9,400 MMCF. All information in this appendix was supplied by 

Consumers Energy. 

 

Table 9: Puttygut acquisition parameters. 
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Figure 84: Puttygut pre-plot design. 
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Figure 85: Sterling processing scope of work. 
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Figure 86: Puttygut PSTM SEGY header. 
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